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Alcuf Fencing Systems are aluminum frameworks that allow you to step or follow land contours, cantilever 
sections, adjust for elevation, all with less labour than conventional systems.  They are extruded with an 
aircraft strength alloy, and are 100% recyclable and 100% reusable and will never rust or rot. 

Various infill can be used, but when used with wood there are no nails, wood is free to expand and 
contract within the frame without working itself loose.  Water cannot stay within the frame so wood dries 
quickly and is protected from the combination of bacteria and moisture which causes rot.  As a result, we 
have been able to achieve an extraordinary service life.  Alcuf Framework 40+ years  -  Aluminum infill 40+ 
years  -  Wood infill, 30+ years.   These are not estimates, these are actual historic achievements in Canada. 

Regardless of the type of wood used with conventional fencing, posts will warp and also rot at the point of 
contact with the ground.  Horizontal rails often rot at connections, and warp.  Alcuf Aluminum extruded 
frameworks never will.  The posts which are the most costly part of your fencing investment will last 
indefinitely keeping their new appearance and functionality for decades to come.   

ALCUF FENCING SYSTEMS 

Since 1974 



Alcuf Fencing Systems have an extraordinary high quality that is visually apparent. The system design allows 
you to select from a wide variety of infill to suit your requirements. This allows you to apply our design to a 
specific application, but also allows for the integration of a variety of infill on the same site in different 
locations to satisfy various site requirements. 

Today with intense pressure to optimize property development costs, architects are looking for intelligent 
designs that provide long-term performance with minimum maintenance. That, in fact, is the very definition 
of an Alcuf Product. 

 

Features and Benefits 

Compared to competitive products, Alcuf… 

 is Aluminum and does not rust or rot by nature; 

 does not need large equipment to install; this means 

 less personnel, and less time on site; 

 smaller installation vehicles due to its light weight; 

 by design requires less labour for the finishing stages; 

 is completely adjustable for future elevation changes; 

 is convertible and reusable; 

 and is 100% recyclable; 

 has a variety of infill alternatives; 

 has the lowest total life cycle cost as compared to other 
alternatives in every product line class. 

 

Aluminum is not only a renewable resource, and one of the longest lasting  

materials, but 75 percent of all aluminum produced since 1888 is still in use!  
 

Source: The Aluminum Association (also from Alcoa and multiple other reliable sources) 

 
Architects and Engineers can find technical information on our web site enabling them to specify Alcuf for 
Noise Barriers, Privacy Fencing, Security Fencing, and other uses. 

Alcuf International Inc. has a network of authorized dealers in Canada, who have been carefully trained with 
the know how to install your Alcuf system professionally and cost effectively.  Our dealers sell Alcuf on an 
installed only basis, this way we control the quality and performance that will be delivered to you.   

Alcuf International Inc. 
6178 Mitch Owens Rd., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K4M 1B2  

www.alcuf.com 

AUTHORIZED ALCUF DEALER 

 

 

 
 









































SCALE: none

Alcuf Noise Barrier V-Joint Douglas Fir TG

DRAWING NUMBER:

designs@alcuf.com

2206101
DRAWN BY:

REV: 2.1

Alcuf International Inc.
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
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Douglas Fir infill boards shall meet or 

exceed the NLGA grading rules for No.1 

Structural as per paragraph 124b (Under 

Struct Light Framing/Joists & Planks – 

2”-4” thick), graded as such from both 

faces.  There shall be no prior selection, 

have tight knots with no through holes 

and boards must be free of heart center. 

 Material must be air dried or Kiln dried to 

19% or less.  Minimum STC rating of 20.

OPTIONAL: PRESSURE TREATING

Preservative is Micronized Copper Azole 

(MCA).  Preservation Retention is 0.04 

pounds per cubic foot.  Colour is 

Red-brown.  Wood must be dried to 19% 

moisture content or less after pressure 

treating.

This board is fully dressed.

For standard Alcuf DP2 3.26" Rails with a 1.75"  opening.

Surface density of 24 kg/m2 (=4.9 lb/ft2) (source SSWA INC., Richmond Hill, Ontario, 2022).

DATE: 2022-06-10



SCALE: none

Alcuf Noise Barrier V-Joint White Pine TG

DRAWING NUMBER:

designs@alcuf.com

1910251
DRAWN BY:

REV: 2.1

Alcuf International Inc.
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
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White Pine Infill Board shall meet or 

exceed the NLGA grading rules for three 

(3) Common and better as per 

paragraphs 118a, b & c, NPS (no prior 

selection), No Holes, Kiln Dried or Air 

Dried 19% or less, graded as such from 

both faces.  Minimum STC rating of "20".

OPTIONAL: PRESSURE TREATING

Preservative is Micronized Copper Azole 

(MCA).  Preservation Retention is 0.04 

pounds per cubic foot.  Colour is 

Red-brown.  Wood must be dried to 19% 

moisture content or less after pressure 

treating.

This board is saw cut, then band cut.

For standard Alcuf DP2 3.26" Rails with a 2"  opening.

Surface density of 20 kg/m2 (=4.0 lb/ft2) (source SSWA INC., Richmond Hill, Ontario, 1979).

DATE: 2022-06-10



 

 

SSWA INC. 15 Wertheim Court, Suite 211, Richmond Hill, Ontario, L4B 3H7 

Tel: (905) 707-5800 e-mail: info@sswilsonassociates.com 

www.sswilsonassociates.com & www.noisetraining.com 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

The services of SS Wilson Associates (SSWA) have been retained by Alcuf 
International Inc. to review and examine some aspects related to the acoustic 
properties of Douglas Fir wood species for potential use as sound barrier walls, 
sometimes referred to as acoustic fences. 
 
In the course of our examination and review, SSWA has undertaken a density 
testing programme of several samples of the Douglas-Fir, including examining 
the published data and reference documents on this wood species, and to also 
advise on its acceptability with respect to meeting the Ministry of the 
Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) surface density requirement of 
use as sound barriers in new residential development applications. 
 

2.0 BACKGROUND 
 

The most widely used wood species for construction of sound barrier walls in 
Ontario in connection with new residential developments are SPF (spruce-pine-
fir), western red cedar, various species of pressure-treated wood, jack pine, and 
others. These wood species have different material characteristics and cost 
preference for use in Ontario depending on the application and scope of the 
project.  
 
Acoustically, there is one overriding factor as far as the wood species are 
concerned in that sound barriers are required to meet a specific density, 
expressed as “surface density”. This density is required to reduce the sound 
energy transmitted directly through the wood product itself to be less than the 
acoustic energy diffracted over the top of the barrier by at least 10 decibels (10 
dB). To achieve this objective, including a small margin of safety, the MECP 
requires all permanent sound barrier walls to meet a minimum surface density of 
20 kg/m2 (or 4 lb/sq.ft.). 
 
With the growing need for the use of natural wood species that are naturally 
resistant to the exterior weather elements and decay, Alcuf International Inc. 
expressed their interest in promoting the use of Douglas-Fir as a more attractive 
alternative to other wood species in regards to its desirable properties as 
reported in this document. 
 

3.0 REVIEW OF OTHER REFERENCE MATERIAL (VOLUNTARY INFORMATION) 
 

Douglas-Fir (Pseudotsuga Menziesii) is a wood species found in British 
Colombia, along its coastal region, and in BC’s Interior. It is a large-sized tree 
that grows up to 42 meters high in the Interior, and up to 85 meters high on the 
coast. Douglas Fir is considered a “softwood species”. Known for its strength, 
Douglas Fir is typically used for construction and buildings.1 

 

1 https://www.naturallywood.com/species/douglas-fir/ 
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As to the important tasks of being able to be machined, Douglas Fir wood 
showed good planing results, as well as excellent scores in the shaping tests of 
Douglas Fir as well as high surface quality in its turning tests.  
 
As to one of the important aspects of a sound barrier, which is shrinkage, 
information published indicates that Douglas Fir has favorable shrinkage 
characteristics for its density. 

 
4.0 MECP SURFACE DENSITY CRITERIA FOR SOUND BARRIERS 
 

To be effective, the MECP specifies that sound barriers have several qualities 
and specifications including the following: 
 
▪ The barriers must be solid, free from gaps or holes and have adequate surface 

mass density, not less than 20 kg/m2 (4 lb/ft2) 
▪ The barrier should be structurally sound, appropriately designed to withstand 

wind and snow load, and constructed without through cracks or surface gaps 
between panels. 

 
5.0 RESULTS OF THE SURFACE DENSITY TESTING OF DOUGLAS FIR 
 

Several dressed samples of Douglas Fir have been provided by Alcuf 
International Inc., which were then cut to produce the following actual 
dimensions: 1-½” x 4-½” x 1”, 1-½” x 4-¼” x 1”, 1-½” x 4-¼” x 1-½”, 1-½” x 4-½” x 
1-½”. 
 
A total number of eight (8) test specimens have been tested in our laboratory by 
firstly keeping the samples in a relatively dry office environment, under constant 
temperature of 23°C and more or less constant humidity conditions.  The desired 
moisture content of the wood samples’ is 6-8 % as measured immediately prior 
to testing, which is considerably below the outside environment, to be on the 
conservative side.  The potential error in the sample weight is approximately 

0.003% and the overall error of the testing is expected to be a maximum of 3%. 
 
The following summarize the results of the tested samples: 
 

• Average humidity contents of the wood 7.5% (+/ 1%) 

• Average measured density: 945 kg/m3 

• Calculated surface density2: 24 kg/m2 (=4.9 lb/ft2) 

• Based on the foregoing results and in order to meet the MECP surface 
density criteria for sound barriers, a flat board having an actual thickness 
of 1” can produce a surface density of approximately 24 kg/m2 (equal to 
approximately 4.9 lb/ft2). Further edge chamfering will reduce the surface 
density, depending on the edge treatment design.  

  
 

2 Per 1” thick actual sample. 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 

In order to meet the MECP surface density requirements of 20 kg/m2 (4 lb/ft2), a 
minimum actual board thickness (or the combined thickness of 2 boards) of 1” of 
the tested Douglas Fir would be required, without taking into effect chamfering of 
the edges and without machining the boards to include special connections such 
as T&G, shiplap, etc. It must be noted that this actual thickness only takes into 
consideration the acoustic properties of the Douglas Fir, and not the structural 
characteristics. In actuality, one would require more than 1” of thickness for 
increased rigidity to suit the environment in Ontario. 

 
Based on our testing and the information reviewed in connection with Douglas 
Fir, it is our opinion that this wood species would make an excellent product for 
sound barriers. 
 
This report does not address other characteristics of the tested wood samples 
reported as reference material in this document. 
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ALCUF PRODUCTS DESIGN 
 
D E S I G N  P O I N T S  A N D  L I F E  C Y C L E  E X P E C T A T I O N S  

THE ALCUF ENVIRONMENT IS OUTDOORS 

There are a number of design points that must be considered in order to understand the value of Alcuf 

Products, and how they manage to outperform all other products in their field. 

 

Water 

The design of your Alcuf System has carefully been thought out in order to avoid any significant collection of 

moisture that would cause damage.   If water collects in the framework of any product outdoors, it may 

freeze and the resulting expansion can cause damage.  The power of water turning to ice can break a very 

thick walled pipe.  To avoid this, the majority of shapes used in Alcuf Systems are not hollow.  In addition, the 

connection methods of these solid shapes are done in such a way as to allow for proper drainage flow.   

Plastic posts are typically hollow, and will collect water and suffer from freezing.  Once the components crack, 

the structural integrity starts to weaken. 

Wood posts rot because the post is subjected to both water/moisture and bacteria at the same time, right at 

the ground surface.  As a fence post decays it weakens.  Because Alcuf structural components are aluminum, 

this issue is not relevant.  Our posts will not rot, warp, or rust.  Please read the section on Aluminum extrusions 

for more detail. 

Our company is old enough to have seen Alcuf Fences still in service after 40 years.  The framework which is 

Aluminum will have a very long lifetime.  The Infill, when wood, will eventually shrink a bit and weaken and 

need replacement, but this is after 25 to 30 years in our experience. Our wood infill is typically inserted into 

our aluminum top and bottom rails and remains dry.  No nails are used to rust and give moisture a place to 

collect, and the critical board edges (top and bottom) are protected in our framework.  We have seen quality 

wood infill in Alcuf Fencing last over 35 years because it remains dry and there are no nails.  This is unheard 

of using traditional designs.  When necessary, replacement of the wood infill is a relatively quick and low cost 

endeavor.   

 

Adjustability 

Alcuf Fencing Systems are adjustable by design.  The biggest threat to a fence post is the unknown.  Posts are 

traditionally set in concrete, but you can’t necessarily know exactly what exists under the ground nearby your 

post base.  The fact is, the stability of the ground can be very unpredictable.   particularly in the case of most 

residential developments, where the land at the property line is fresh fill. a.  Hence, the careful design of a 

concrete base standard and the ability to adjust for changes in elevation is critical.  It would be very rare to 

see an Alcuf post sink because of our base design, but if it did, a simple adjustment resolves the issue.   
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Aluminum - the ultimate building material  

Aluminum Extrusions are of the most controllable man made substance available for structural design, and 

engineered products.  Depending on where a component is used, how it is shaped, and how it is impacted by 

usage and other elements like weather, wind, etc., very precise choices can be made.  You can select an alloy 

that is ridged, or very flexible, or extra tough, or very soft, all for the specific intended purpose.   You can 

choose various coatings for the most durability in a high wear position, or proximity to chemicals or 

environmental issues that will affect performance.   This is why Extruded Aluminum is used in the construction of 

Aircraft, Bridges, Boats, Medical equipment, Spacecraft, and anything where long life cycles, safety, precision 

and controlled performance are required.   

Lightweight, Durable, Dependable Aluminum is the ultimate building material.  The primary infrastructure 

(framework) is extremely strong, yet very light weight.  This makes the overall safety and security of the 

system far superior to steel or timbers.  Steel rusts and needs frequent repainting, and Wood deteriorates as 

a framework due to rot at critical points.   

Extrusions are 100% recyclable, and remain 100% reusable.  This cannot be said of any other structural 

material in this class.  At any point during the life span of your Alcuf Product, the extruded aluminum can be 

recycled if a site has to be demolished, or it can be moved and reused.  The value of the material is never 

lost.  Your original material investment is retained more than any other building material.  The result is your 

original investment delivers the highest return available, and Aluminum is never wasted or found in a land fill.  

At the time of writing, 75 percent of all aluminum produced since 1888 is still in use!  

Alcuf Systems are inherently convertible as well.   For example, if you want to change your railing from 

pickets to glass.   You can increase the height of your railing and change the infill to wood inserts, or Aluminum 

Extruded panels for privacy.   You can also change it back.  This is all assuming your local building codes 

and/or bylaws allow such design changes, but the point is - it is possible. 

Initial Installations and Future Work are achieved without the need of heavy equipment, heavy transport, or 

special handling requirements.  This not only results in reduced initial Installation costs, but affects life cycle 

costs as future repair, expansion or maintenance remain minimized to the end user. 

Expansion or Maintenance is minimized as there is no need to refinish the system, and any components that 

are damaged or eventually wear, are simple to remove and replace.  Maintenance is typically limited to 

spray washing the system to keep it clean. 

Built to suit varying site conditions.  Alcuf is not prefabricated, it is designed to be assembled on site and 

adapt to varying sizes and shapes of buildings.  This means reduced limits to its target markets, and inherent 

adaptability to varying building design and builder dimensions and practices.  This flexibility makes future 

expandability or reconfiguration equally as flexible.  Another future cost reduction when applicable. 

Integrated Design.  Alcuf Systems can be used for community perimeters, noise barriers, privacy, property 

dividers, traffic and access control systems, decks, balconies or railings, and Pavilions for garbage 

management, equipment storage or other.   All systems can be integrated and look great together.  For 

example, the framework and infill of a perimeter sound fence would have to be substantially heavier than 

internal fencing, or privacy panels on a Balcony, but in appearance and style, they will appear the same. 

Structurally engineered to support the weight of a variety of infill ranging from Aluminum Extruded Panels 

(not roll formed), Wood, Glass, and other composites.  Structurally engineered to support wind loading based 
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on your location in North America, your local building codes, the infill used, etc.  Our structural designs can 

meet building codes, and bridge codes. 

Predictable and Proven.  Alcuf Systems performance is very predictable and proven.  This is important for 

budgeting maintenance and support costs in a Condominium Corporation or in any environment where true life 

cycle cost matters and the owner is responsible for long term maintenance and upkeep costs.  This also applies 

to safety and other performance points.  Predictability and proven performance is what makes Alcuf Systems 

the least expensive solution in the long run, and what gives you the best value solution from day one. 

 

75 percent of all aluminum produced since 1888 is still in use! 
 

 

It is becoming increasingly necessary today for people to make better buy decisions to support long term 

sustainability, both in the commercial world and in their personal lives.  This applies not only to the 

performance element of this issue, but also from an environmental perspective.  Having to do repairs and/or 

replacements that could have been avoided if managed better, are both economically and environmentally 

unsound.  Our products are designed and expected to last extraordinarily long as compared to competitive 

products. 

ALCUF INTERNATIONAL INC., CANADA 

Alcuf is a 100% Canadian owned company with all of its extrusions, fasteners, decking, wood and/or glass 

components manufactured in Canada.   Any fabrication or integration of components is also done in Canada, 

using a Canadian workforce.  Alcuf produces high quality aluminum products that are proven to be 

extraordinary in terms of design, performance, and value.  Alcuf engineered systems deliver life cycles 

unattainable from traditional solutions. 

Alcuf International Inc. provides best value solutions to the end user via Authorized Dealers.  We are honest 

brokers and have the end users best interests at heart.  This is what makes us unique in our field.   

sales@alcuf.com 

www.alcuf.com 
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There are 6 typical ways to mount posts in, at, or on walls. 

1. IN: The most practical and inexpensive method of mounting a 

fence ON and IN a wall is to CORE DRILL.  This assumes the wall 

has been properly engineered to withstand the additional wind 

loading you will be adding to it and that it is wide enough to core 

drill.   If it’s an engineered wall designed for the purpose, it typically 

will be.   This is generally the most economical and reliable method 

available.   You would use a non expanding grout to set the posts.  

Posts only need to be into the wall for 24”. 

 

   

 Figure 1: Core Drill                                                     Figure 2: Cored or Casted Post Hole in wall. 
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2. IN: CASTED HOLES into the wall is another option.  You could use COATED SONOTUBE (or 

reusable rubber forms) to create cavities in the wall where you would use a non expanding grout to set 

posts.  This is the same as core drilling otherwise. 

 

3. IN: EMBEDDING POSTS into a concrete wall while 

it’s being poured.  This means being able to coordinate 

with the wall builder, and because of that, could be more 

expensive than method 1.   If you are building the wall as 

well, then you may have an advantage.  Of the 3 methods 

described so far, Core Drilling is the best way forward.  

The posts need to have their normal length embedded 

into the wall as per standard specifications. 

 

4. AT: MOUNTING POSTS IN THE GROUND 

retained by the wall.   This is in some cases may be 

preferred if while the wall is capable of dealing with the 

additional wind loading, it may be impractical to fasten 

directly to.  In this case fencing is typically built as per 

standard specifications. 

 

5. ON: Mounting posts using  BRACKETS, PLATES 

OR FLANGES is expensive, and most often requires 

additional engineering costs and time.  You will be asked 

about the wall, is it existing?  If so how old? Are the 

original design/engineering plans available to be able to 

determine the walls ability to withstand the additional 

loading.   If it’s new construction things get easier, but in 

almost all cases, method 1 is still the most practical, 

durable, and economical approach.   The design of 

bracket, plates or flanges depend on the type of fence 

being installed, how high, what type of infill, if it’s a noise 

barrier, what the weight of the system is (typically 

minimum of 4 lbs. per square foot).  Properly coated 

fasteners will have to be used that won’t rust and degrade 

the wall.  We would typically use stainless steel or YC Zinc 
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coatings to insure these devices will not rust, or start the 

wall rusting from the inside out.    

 

5a. This is an example of a floor flange that would be 

used on DP1 or 2 lighter load fences. 

Depending on loading and wall construction, this will 

require job specific engineering. 

 

5b. This is an example of a base plate system that is used 

for noise barriers using the DP3 framework for heavy load 

barriers.   

 

 

These base plates replace conventional post setting methods where you would normally set posts 

directly into concrete footings.   These still require the footings, but his DP3 mounting system was 

designed where it may be preferred to mount posts on base plates that are mounted in conventional 

bases first, then mount posts to the plates later.   The basic design engineering has been done on these.  
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Estimated costs for this base plate system are approximately 750.00 per unit in early 2022.   This type of 

system requires all the typical care and understanding of the geotechnical report and advice on site 

specific ground conditions.  The design is based on optimum conditions in this regard.  There still could 

be a requirement for site specific engineering for this type of application. 

 

6. IN: Embedding into modern Engineered Wall systems, using conventional bases.  Typically 

SONOTUBEs are inserted into the wall which has appropriate cavities designed that are normally back 

filled with large clear glandular, but also present a convenient cavity for mounting fence posts.   Posts 

are able to be poured and aligned in the same way they would be if installed in the earth in a 

conventional manner.  There are many different types of engineered wall systems, but more and more 

you will find walls with built in cavities suitable for this purpose. 

 

Things to consider 

Old Walls – has the wall been sufficiently engineered to withstand the additional wind loading you will 

be adding?  Privacy fencing or Noise Barriers typically have a 100% coverage infill resulting in the 

maximum wind load and weight possible on a wall.  If it’s an old wall, try to locate the original design 

engineering documentation to determine if it is fit for this purpose.    

New Walls – you have a better chance of obtaining design engineering documents and drawings on 

newer construction, and if the requirement you are investigating was created at the same as the wall 

design, it is highly likely the wall has been engineered to deal with the additional loading.    

In either case, understand the design and composition of the existing wall before quoting, and insure 

you are not increasing the risk of the wall failing to retain earth and/or collapsing.  You should request 

the latest stamped drawings available, and consult the clients engineer as to whether the wall was 

designed to withstand the additional loading a solid infill fence will add. 

Note - In cases where you are asked to mount to concrete floors or decks, it is critical that you 

understand the membrane design and locations.  Common examples are roofs for underground parking.  

Sometimes hard points are in place and have been designed to bolt flanges or brackets to without 

disturbing membranes.  Hard points need to be engineered to deal with the wind load, and system 

weight, the same as any object you would be fastening to. 

 

 

www.alcuf.com 
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Email: sales@alcuf.com 

ALCUF PRODUCT DESIGN - FENCING 

USE CASES FOR A FENCE / BENEFITS OF ALCUF 

In general, we would argue that basic use cases for fencing regardless of a specific purpose, require the same level 

of engineering for structural integrity, and carefully selected dealers to assist you with your specific application 

requirements, and the installation of your system. 

In any case, proper design and engineering is essential to insure decades of “as new” use, at a competitive price, 

low environmental impact in the manufacture / materials sourcing, and reduced labour requirement by using 

better materials purposely designed to achieve these results. 

1. Aesthetic / Architectural Element 

a. Once Landscape Architects discover Alcuf Fencing, they specify it for Residential, Commercial,  

and Industrial applications as a reliable system worthy of consideration based on a proven 

longest term performance history, lowest initial installation management requirement, and 

minimal (if any) future support requirement.  The simple fact that their clients require the 

lowest total life cycle cost and best system performance attainable for their projects, is enough 

to make this decision simple.  In addition, once they have enjoyed the higher standards of our 

Authorized Dealer Network, they see Alcuf Fencing and Noise Barriers as a best value solution 

across the board.  Not to mention the modern aesthetic appearance that is compatible with 

any architectural design. 

 

2. Privacy / Security 

a. No matter how much privacy and/or security your fencing requirement has to maintain, the 

primary determination of “as new” performance is the ability for the system to survive the 

outdoor elements for multiple decades.  Alcuf has been available to the consumer since 1974, 

and in many cases 3-4 decades makes little difference in either case. 

b. There are infill’s that can be used in Alcuf that are initially more costly than other best value 

infill’s, but any life span can be achieved depending on your budget.  WOOD is the most 

commonly used infill which brings with it a life span that can vary from 25 to 35 years 

depending on the location (and the spring thaw cycle in specific locations).  Given that WOOD 

as an infill in an Alcuf Fence is properly drained from moisture, and given there are  no screws 

or nails used to fasten the infill in place, it has the ability to live longer inside our unique frame 

design, and later in life can easily be replaced without having to change the entire framework 

or reinstalling footings, which are of the most costly elements of your system.  This is why 

WOOD remains the best value solution.  Aluminum Extruded (not roll formed) Panels (AEP) are 

virtually indestructible and can last as long as the framework.   Our product is now 48 years old 

(in 2022) which makes it reasonable for us to say the framework can last over 50 years. The 

AEP panels will last as long as the framework, since they’re extruded with the same high 

strength alloy. 
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c. In order to make sure your Alcuf Fence stands up for many decades into the future, we have 

structural engineers reviewing and certifying all of our designs to insure we meet or exceed the 

national building code and bridge code.  Solid infill fences (for privacy, security, or noise 

reduction) have a significant wind loading in various locations across a country.  These design 

elements have been taken into consideration for your location to determine adequate post 

spacing, and post base requirements.   

 

3. Noise reduction 

a. Engineers, Architects, Cities and Provinces have unique requirements for Noise Barriers.   As a 

structurally engineered system, this has been a natural market space for our systems and 

dealer capabilities.   Alcuf Fencing and Noise Barriers are constantly specified for municipal 

developments and relied on for performance and integrity.  

4. Access Control 

a. Whether your fencing project requires controlled access, or a simple gate to your back yard, 

our gate systems are rugged and reliable.  Generally, as a free standing door (no building 

framework surrounding it), this is one of the most difficult elements to keep operational at an 

“as new” level.   Accordingly, we have adjustable gate hardware that provides the longest 

functional operational life available.   Noise Barrier gates are typically portal gates (embedded 

into the fence line) with flush mount hardware to insure minimal gaps between posts and 

frameworks for noise attenuation.  In most cases these are installed off the ground for winter 

access and are not as affected by ground movement and other elements. 

 

Other issues to consider when investigating performance. 

 When you sell your home, you want your fence to be looking it’s best, not in need of major repair or 

complete replacement.   Resale value of your home is definitely affected by its boundary elements and 

the neighbours property.  Think of a fence as the packaging of your property, or icing on a cake. 

 Too many fences are installed at great cost, and in 5 years failing.  You’ve seen it, so take a moment and 

look at Alcuf Fencing.   If there is an Alcuf project at 25 years of age that has any failings, it is generally 

because a contractor needed to remove a section of the fence, but put it back together incorrectly.  

Often it’s a simple matter of spending pennies on new bolts that might have reduced performance at 

that age.  It is NOT expensive to have this done by a dealer, who can (while they’re on site) take a look 

at the entire fence and make minor adjustments that could make a difference in decades to come. 

 Alcuf Fencing is 100% made in Canada.  The only exception to this might be fasteners, like the Grade 5 

nuts and bolts we use. They could possibly come from the USA to distributors in Canada.  But the 

primary components are all from Canada.  Alcuf is designed, engineered, and manufactured in Canada.  

The various WOOD infill is also made in Canada. 
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Compared to competitive products, Alcuf… 

• is Aluminum and does not rust or rot by nature; 

• does not need large equipment to install; this means 

• less personnel, and less time on site; 

• smaller installation vehicles due to its light weight; 

• by design requires less labour for the finishing stages; 

• is completely adjustable for future elevation changes; 

• is convertible and reusable; 

• and is 100% recyclable; 

• has a variety of infill alternatives; 

• has the lowest total life cycle cost as compared to other alternatives in every product line 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Did you know? 

 

Aluminum is not only a renewable resource, and one of the longest lasting materials, but 

75 percent of all aluminum produced since 1888 is still in use! 
Source: The Aluminum Association (also from Alcoa and multiple other reliable sources) 
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